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LOCAL ADVOCACY TOOLKIT OVERVIEW
Purpose
The Local Advocacy Toolkit is intended to aid in training community stakeholders
to participate in public meetings and effectively advocate for their mental health
needs. The toolkit provides handouts and worksheets that can be used to educate
community members about the local community planning process and help them
craft their own public statements.
Audience
The target populations and audiences for this Toolkit include:
▪ Clients/Consumers (individuals of any age who are receiving or have
received mental health services, including those who refer to themselves as
clients, consumers, survivors, patients or ex-patients);
▪ ACCESS Ambassadors (local subject-matter experts who also identify as
clients/consumers);
▪ Peer Support Workers and Volunteers (clients/consumers who currently
work – or who want to work – in peer support positions within the public
mental health system)
▪ Communities and the General Public (local advocates, stakeholders,
family members, supporters of clients/consumers, and members of
underserved populations)

\\

SECTION 1:
OUTREACH AND ENGAGEMENT
Use of Materials
Materials in this section can be used to:
▪ Inform people about ACCESS California
▪ Inform individuals on how to identify key stakeholders/decision makers to
focus their efforts
▪ Recruit and train stakeholders to advocate at the local, grass-roots level
Handouts
▪ Instructions: Stakeholder Mapping
▪ Worksheet: Stakeholder Mapping
▪ Handout: ACCESS brochure
▪ Handout: ACCESS Flyer
▪ Handout: ACCESS Helpline/Ombudsman
▪ Handout: What is a Peer?

INSTRUCTIONS
STAKEHOLDER MAPPING
Stakeholder mapping is a process used to determine a key list of stakeholders that you can
focus your effort on. Mapping can be broken down into four phases: (1) Identifying, (2)
Analyzing, (3) Mapping, (4) Prioritizing.
Step One: Identify
▪ Brainstorm a list of stakeholders (relevant groups, organizations, and people) without
screening them. Include everyone who has an interest in your objectives.
Step Two: Analyze
▪ What’s their level of opposition to or support for the issue?
▪ Do you know what stakeholders you identified care about?
▪ Would they would be interested in engaging with your efforts, and why?
▪ Is your list focused on relevant stakeholders who are important to our current and
future efforts?
Step Three: Mapping
▪ Place each of the stakeholders on the template according to their current interest and
influence.
o Identify those stakeholders who have a vested interest and can voice their support
in the community, but have little actual power to influence the effort.
o Identify those stakeholders who are most critical to successful adoption and
implementation.
Step 4: Evaluate
▪ Rank the stakeholders by relevance and interest.
o What’s their level of opposition to or support for the issue?
o Do you know what stakeholders you identified care about?
o Would they would be interested in engaging with your efforts, and why?
o Is your list focused on relevant stakeholders who are important to our current and
future efforts?
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STAKEHOLDER MAPPING
Stakeholder mapping can be helpful in targeting outreach and engagement efforts. It allows
efforts to be adapted to various target groups.
Definitions
Interest: (1) The individual, organization, or group is interested intellectually or philosophically
in the effort; and/or (2) she or it is affected by it (how great is the effect?). The level of
interest, in this second sense, corresponds to how great the effect is.
Influence: Organizations and institutions, official and unofficial leaders, people in positions that
confer power or influence, people with large networks, those who actually carry out the
efforts.
Stakeholder Terms

Stakeholder Mapping

Promoters have both great

interest in the effort and the
power to help make it successful
(or to derail it).

High

Defenders have a vested interest
and can voice their support in the
community, but have little actual
power to influence the effort in
any way.

Latents have no particular

interest or involvement in the
effort, but have the power to
influence it greatly if they become
interested.

Apathetics have little interest
and little power, and may not
even know the effort exists.

High influence,
Low interest
(Latents)

High influence,
High interest
(Promoters)
★Key Stakeholder

Level of
Influence
Low

Low influence,
Low interest
(Apathetics)

Low influence,
High interest
(Defenders)

Low

High

Level of Interest
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STAKEHOLDER MAPPING
Stakeholder mapping can be helpful in targeting outreach and engagement efforts. It allows
efforts to be adapted to various target groups.

High

Importance

Low

Low

High
Level of Support

Stakeholder Terms
•

Promoters have both great interest in the effort and the power to help make it successful
(or to derail it).

•

Defenders have a vested interest and can voice their support in the community, but have
little actual power to influence the effort in any way.

•

Latents have no particular interest or involvement in the effort, but have the power to
influence it greatly if they become interested.

•

Apathetics have little interest and little power, and may not even know the effort exists.
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What is a Peer?
Put simply, a peer is a person we identify with in some capacity. This can include anything from age to
gender to sexual orientation to shared language. In behavioral health, a peer is usually used to refer
to someone who shares the experience of living with a psychiatric disorder and/or addiction. In
that narrow context two people living with those conditions are peers, but in reality, most people are far
more specific about whom they would rely on for peer support. Trust and compatibility are
extremely important factors.

Peers are people in recovery from
mental health conditions

They are living proof that
recovery is possible
Peer support is the “process of giving and receiving encouragement and assistance to achieve longterm recovery.” Peer supporters “offer emotional support, share knowledge, teach skills, provide
practical assistance, and connect people with resources, opportunities, communities of support, and
other people” (Mead, 2003; Solomon, 2004).

Peer Supporters support others in recovery
They utilize their:

lived experience
formal skills
knowledge of systems

To provide support through:

advocacy
education
mentoring
motivation
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Peer Supporters (also known as peer providers, peer support specialists, navigators, peer advocates,
peer counselors, to name a few) can play many roles in supporting people living with psychiatric
disorders and/or in addiction recovery, such as
•

Facilitating education and support groups

•

Linking people to services as they transition from hospitals or jails into the community

•

Working one-on-one as role models, mentors, coaches and advocates

•

Supporting people in developing advanced directives and creating Wellness Recovery Action
Plans (WRAP).

Benefits of Peer Support
Peer support is considered a best practice by the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services
Administration (SAMHSA).
Research shows peer support services can have a big impact on the individuals receiving services they
support by:
•

Reducing symptoms and hospitalizations

•

Increasing social support and community participation

•

Decreasing lengths of hospital stays and costs of services

•

Improving well-being, self-esteem, and social functioning

•

Encouraging more thorough and longer-lasting recoveries

Peers go by many names and can work in many different settings. Many peers have additional training
and certifications that demonstrate their skills and knowledge. Combined with their lived experience and
ability to engage and connect with individuals receiving services, peer supporters are a dynamic and
growing group that continue to transform lives and systems.
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SECTION 2:
THE MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES ACT
Use of Materials
Materials in this section can be used to:
▪ Understand and Inform people about what it means for a system to be
“client-driven,” “recovery-focused,” and “culturally competent”
▪ Effectively advocate for their personal and community mental health needs
on both the local and state levels
▪ Guide and/or evaluate the Community Program Planning Process
Handouts
▪ Handout: MHSA General Standards
▪ Handout: MHSA Program Components
▪ Handout: ACCESS MHSA Program Planning Guidelines
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MHSA General Standards

WIC § 5813.5(d); MHSA § 2(e)
The County shall adopt the following standards in planning, implementing, and evaluating the
programs and/or services provided with Mental Health Services Act (MHSA) funds. The planning,
implementation and evaluation process includes, but is not limited to, the Community Program
Planning Process; development of the Three-Year Program and Expenditure Plans and updates;
and the manner in which the County delivers services and evaluates service delivery.
(1) Community Collaboration
A process by which clients and/or families receiving services, other community members,
agencies, organizations, and businesses work together to share information and resources
in order to fulfill a shared vision and goals. WIC §§ 5830(a)(3), 5866; 9 CCR § 3200.060
(2) Cultural Competence
Incorporating and working to achieve each of the goals listed below into all aspects of
policy-making, program design, administration and service delivery. Each system and
program is assessed for the strengths and weaknesses of its proficiency to achieve these
goals. The infrastructure of a service, program or system is transformed, and new protocol
and procedure are developed, as necessary to achieve these goals.
1. Equal access to services of equal quality is provided, without disparities among
racial/ethnic, cultural, and linguistic populations or communities.
2. Treatment interventions and outreach services effectively engage and retain
individuals of diverse racial/ethnic, cultural, and linguistic populations.
3. Disparities in services are identified and measured, strategies and programs are
developed and implemented, and adjustments are made to existing programs to
eliminate these disparities.
4. An understanding of the diverse belief systems concerning mental illness, health,
healing and wellness that exist among different racial/ethnic, cultural, and linguistic
groups is incorporated into policy, program planning, and service delivery.
An understanding of the impact historical bias, racism, and other forms of discrimination have
upon each racial/ethnic, cultural, and linguistic population or community is incorporated into
policy, program planning, and service delivery.
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5. An understanding of the impact bias, racism, and other forms of discrimination have
on the mental health of each individual served is incorporated into service delivery.
6. Services and supports utilize the strengths and forms of healing that are unique to
an individual's racial/ethnic, cultural, and linguistic population or community.
7. Staff, contractors, and other individuals who deliver services are trained to
understand and effectively address the needs and values of the particular
racial/ethnic, cultural, and/or linguistic population or community that they serve.
8. Strategies are developed and implemented to promote equal opportunities for
administrators, service providers, and others involved in service delivery who share
the diverse racial/ethnic, cultural, and linguistic characteristics of individuals with
serious mental illness/emotional disturbance in the community.
WIC §§ 5813.5(d)(3), 5868(b), 5878.1(a); 9 CCR § 3200.100
(3) Client Driven
The client has the primary decision-making role in identifying his/her needs, preferences
and strengths and a shared decision-making role in determining the services and supports
that are most effective and helpful for him/her. Client driven programs/services use clients'
input as the main factor for planning, policies, procedures, service delivery, evaluation and
the definition and determination of outcomes.
WIC §§ 5813.5(d)(2)(3), 5830(a)(2) and 5866; 9 CCR §3200.050
(4) Family Driven
Families of children and youth with serious emotional disturbance have a primary decisionmaking role in the care of their own children, including the identification of needs,
preferences and strengths, and a shared decision-making role in determining the services
and supports that would be most effective and helpful for their children. Family driven
programs/services use the input of families as the main factor for planning, policies,
procedures, service delivery, evaluation and the definition and determination of outcomes.
WIC §§ 5822(h), 5840(b)(1), 5868(b)(2) 5878.1; 9 CCR §3200.120
(5) Wellness, Recovery, and Resilience Focused
Planning for services shall be consistent with the philosophy, principles, and practices of
the Recovery Vision for mental health consumers: To promote concepts key to the
recovery for individuals who have mental illness: hope, personal empowerment, respect,
social connections, self-responsibility, and self- determination. To promote consumeroperated services as a way to support recovery. WIC § 5813.5(d); MHSA § 7
(6) Integrated Service Experience
The client, and when appropriate the client's family, accesses a full range of services provided
by multiple agencies, programs and funding sources in a comprehensive and coordinated
manner. WIC §§ 5878.1(a), 5802, 5806(b), 5813.5(d)(4); 9 CCR § 3200.190
(Adapted from: http://web2.co.merced.ca.us/pdfs/mentalhealth/opc/2008_10_28_att_b_mhsa_essential_elements.pdf)
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MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES ACT (MHSA) PROGRAM COMPONENTS
Community Services and Supports (CSS)
▪ Programs, services, and strategies to address the unmet needs of adults with Severe
Mental Illness (SMI) and children and youth with Serious Emotional Disturbance (SED)
Emphasis on eliminating disparity in access and improving mental health outcomes for
racial/ethnic populations
o Full Service Partnership (FSP) - Provide “whatever it takes” for initial populations.
o General System Development - Improve programs, services and supports for the
identified full service populations and others consistent with the target populations
o Outreach and Engagement - Outreach and engagement of those populations that are
currently receiving little or no service
▪ Funding: 80% of MHSA funds
o 51% of CSS funds must be for FSPs
o Reversion period: 3 years
Prevention and Early Intervention (PEI)
▪ Services & Programs designed to prevent mental illness from occurring or from becoming
more severe and disabling; Address a condition early, low intensity, short duration
o Universal: Programs and services that target the general public or a whole population
group that has not been identified on the basis of individual risk
o Selective: Programs and services that target individuals or a subgroup whose risk of
developing mental illness is significantly higher than average
▪ Funding: 20% of local MHSA funding
o 51% of PEI funds must be used to serve individuals age 25 and younger
o Reversion Period: 3 years
Workforce Education and Training (WET)
▪ Programs designed to increase # of qualified diverse individuals working in the mental
health field to address shortage individuals available to provide mental health services
o Training Components
• Workforce Staffing support
• Residency and Internship Programs
• Training and Technical Assistance
• Mental Health Career Pathway
Programs
• Financial Incentive Programs
▪ Funding: 10% of local MHSA funds (one-time funding)
o Reversion Period: 10 years
ACCESS California is a program of Cal Voices funded by the California Mental Health Services Act (Prop 63) and by the
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Capital Facilities and Technology
▪ Buildings/Structures, housing, electronic health records, client access to records, etc. to
improve the infrastructure of California’s mental health system
o Capital: Construct, acquire, and/or renovate buildings to provide mental health services
o Technology: Develop IT system that supports the delivery of mental health services –
electronic health records, interoperability with other IT systems, client access to
personal health records
▪ Funding: 10% of local MHSA funds (one-time funding)
o Reversion period: 10 years
Innovation
▪ Develop & Implement promising practices-increase access by underserved groups, increase
quality of service, improve outcomes, and promote collaboration
o Focus = Contribution to learning
o Must be: New, Adapted, or Adopted
o Subject to time limitations
▪ Funding: 5% from CSS and PEI funds
o Reversion Period: 3 years
o Plans that are successful can be sustained by CSS funding
Housing
▪ Housing assistance to the target populations
o Rental assistance or capitalized operating subsidies.
o Security deposits, utility deposits, or other move-in cost assistance
o Utility payments
o Moving cost assistance
o Capital funding to build or rehabilitate housing for homeless, mentally ill persons or
mentally ill persons who are at risk of being homeless.
▪ Funding: One-Time Funding
o Reversion Period: 10 years
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MHSA PROGRAM PLANNING GUIDELINES
FOR LOCAL MENTAL HEALTH AGENCIES
ACCESS CALIFORNIA | JANUARY 2018

ABOUT ACCESS CALIFORNIA
ACCESS California (or “ACCESS” for short) is a statewide consumer-led advocacy program of
Mental Health America of Northern California (“NorCal MHA”) funded by the Mental Health
Services Act (“MHSA”) and the Mental Health Services Oversight and Accountability Commission
(“MHSOAC”).
ACCESS stands for Advancing Client and Community Empowerment through Sustainable
Solutions. Our mission is to strengthen and expand local and statewide client/consumer
advocacy through individual and community empowerment. Through ACCESS’ ongoing
research, data collection and evaluation, legislative and policy analysis, advocacy, education,
training, outreach, and engagement activities, we implement strategies to elevate the voices,
identify the needs, and increase genuine public participation of client/consumer stakeholders to
drive truly transformative change in California's Public Mental Health System.
PURPOSE
This document originated as a supplement the MHSOAC’s Innovation Review Outline issued on
May 25, 2017 (http://mhsoac.ca.gov/document/2017-05/mhsoac-commisson-meeting-packetmay-25-2017, p. 115) to incorporate additional factors of concern to client/consumer
stakeholders in California’s Public Mental Health System (“PMHS”). ACCESS is charged with
ensuring Local Mental Health Agencies (“LMHAs”) adequately integrate the MHSA’s statutory
standards (Community Collaboration, Cultural Competence, Client- and Family-Driven and
Wellness, Recovery, and Resilience Focused, and Integrated Service Experiences) in the
development and implementation of MHSA-funded services. (9 CCR § 3320.) Thus, these
guidelines are intended to be applied when evaluating the planning processes undertaken for
any MHSA-funded mental health program or service.
ACCESS offers technical assistance to LMHAs to help with the development of their MHSA Plans
(and in particular, Innovation Plans), including the incorporation of the guidelines contained
herein. ACCESS can review LMHAs’ Plans from a client/consumer advocacy perspective, assist in
stakeholder outreach, engagement, and recruitment to ensure a robust Community Program
Planning Process (“CPP”), and offer guidance on how to integrate recovery-oriented principles,
peer support services, and ongoing stakeholder involvement in the development,
implementation, oversight, and evaluation of LMHAs’ MHSA and Innovation Plans.
ACCESS California is a program of Cal Voices funded by the California Mental Health Services Act (Prop 63) and
by the Mental Health Services Oversight and Accountability Commission (MHSOAC)
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APPLICATION
ACCESS will utilize these guidelines when providing technical assistance to LMHAs in relation to
their MHSA and Innovation Plans and when reviewing and providing public comment on LMHAs’
proposed Innovation Plans during MHSOAC meetings.

ABBREVIATIONS
ACCESS:

ACCESS California, NorCal MHA’s MHSOAC-funded statewide advocacy
program

CCR:

California Code of Regulations

CPP:

The Community Program Planning process required under the MHSA

LMHA:

Local Mental Health Agency (county- or city-run public mental health
systems)

MHSA:

California’s Mental Health Services Act, aka “Prop. 63”

MHSOAC:

Mental Health Services Oversight and Accountability Commission

MHSA Plan:

Local Mental Health Agency’s Three-Year MHSA Program Plan and
updates/addenda thereto

NorCal MHA:

Mental Health America of Northern California; founded in 1946, NorCal
MHA is the oldest peer-run consumer advocacy organization in the state

PMHS:

California’s Public Mental Health System

WIC:

California Welfare and Institutions Code

DEFINITIONS
For purposes of this document, the following definitions shall apply:

Client/Consumer: “Client” means an individual of any age who is receiving or has received

mental health services. As used in these regulations, the term “client” includes those who refer
to themselves as clients, consumers, survivors, patients or ex-patients. (9 CCR § 3200.040)
In addition to those identified in the MHSA’s official definition above, we have expanded our
working definitions of “Client” and “Consumer” to include individuals with personal lived
experience of a mental health challenge, whether or not they have a formal psychiatric
diagnosis or received public mental health services. In doing so, we are broadening our
constituency to incorporate individuals from traditionally un-, under-, or inappropriately-served
communities who have not interacted with California’s Public Mental Health System.

Stakeholder: While the term “Stakeholder” carries a unique definition under the MHSA (see

9 CCR § 3200.270), we are using it interchangeably with “Client” and “Consumer” throughout
this document. This is because many people do not like the terms “Client” and “Consumer” and
prefer not to use these terms when describing themselves.
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MHSA PROGRAM PLANNING GUIDELINES
THEME ONE: ADVOCACY, MEANINGFUL STAKEHOLDER PARTICIPATION, AND
CLIENT-DRIVEN PROGRAMS/SERVICES
Describe the CPP undertaken to develop the MHSA Plan.
1. How did the changes/updates to the MHSA Plan originate? Where did the ideas for these
changes/updates come from?
▪ Did stakeholders offer any alternative programs or services to address the same goals?
▪ Did stakeholders express a preference to fund other/different priorities?
2. How was stakeholder feedback solicited and incorporated in the development of the MHSA
Plan?
▪ What outreach activities, if any, did you perform to engage stakeholders in the CPP?
For example:
• How are you using the MHSA planning funds designated under WIC § 5892(c) and
9 CCR § 3300(b) to bring stakeholders to the table?
• How did you advertise or notify stakeholders of the MHSA planning meetings?
• What outreach/engagement methods did you use to reach new participants and
those from traditionally un-, under-, and/or inappropriately-served populations?
• What barriers to participation exist for stakeholders in your LMHA?
• What strategies did you implement to help participants overcome common barriers
to participation in the CPP?
▪ How many public stakeholder meetings were held and who participated?
• When and where were the meetings held? (dates, times, locations)
• How many different client/consumer stakeholders attended these meetings? How
many of these stakeholder participants were not LMHA or provider employees?
• How many stakeholder representatives from traditionally un-, under-, and/or
inappropriately-served groups participated?
• Are any of the participating client/consumer stakeholders recipients of mental
health services in your LMHA (currently or previously)?
• Did your LMHA’s designated consumer advocates/liaisons participate in these
MHSA Planning meetings?
• Did any peer support staff participate in these MHSA Planning meetings?
• Did you provide any training to stakeholders pursuant to 9 CCR § 3300(c)(3)(B) to
ensure those participating in the CPP had adequate information and understanding
to meaningfully participate?
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▪ How did the MHSA Plan change, if at all, based on the stakeholder feedback you
received?

Authorities:
Resources:

WIC §§ 5846(c)-(d), 5847(b)(4), 5848(a), 5892(a)(6), 5892(c), 5892(e)(3); 9
CCR §§ 3300(b)-(c), 3930(b)(1)
NorCal MHA/ACCESS MHSA 101 and Shared Power trainings; RDA: MHSA
Community Program Planning Processes – Technical Evaluation Report (2014)

How will stakeholders remain actively involved in the implementation and oversight
of your MHSA program(s)?
1. How will stakeholders remain involved in the oversight, quality improvement, and evaluation
of the services/activities described in the MHSA Plan?
2. If changes are necessary to the MHSA Plan, how will you include stakeholder feedback and
recommendations in the development of these changes?

Authorities:

WIC §§ 5813.5(d)(2), 5848(a); 9 CCR §§ 3200.070(3), 3910.015(b),
3910.020(a)(1), 3915(g), 3930(b)(2), 3930(c)(8)(B), 3935(a)

THEME TWO: RECOVERY-ORIENTED SYSTEMS, SERVICES, PRACTICES, AND
OUTCOMES
How are the services and/or activities you propose to perform under this Plan
recovery-oriented?
1. Which of SAMHSA’s 4 Major Dimensions and 10 Guiding Principles of Recovery are
addressed by and/or incorporated into the services/programs described in the MHSA Plan?
▪

4 Major Dimensions: (1) Health; (2) Home; (3) Purpose; (4) Community

▪

10 Guiding Principles: (1) Hope; (2) Person-Driven; (3) Many Pathways; (4) Holistic; (5)
Peer Support; (6) Relational; (7) Culture; (8) Addresses Trauma; (9) Strengths/
Responsibility; (10) Respect

2. How are the services/activities/programs in the MHSA Plan client-driven? How do they
incorporate and maximize shared decision-making values?
3. What recovery-based outcome tools and measurements will you use to evaluate the
effectiveness of your MHSA program(s)?

Authorities:
Resources:

WIC § 5813.5(d); 9 CCR §§ 3320, 3915(b)
SAMHSA’s Working Definition of Recovery (2012); NorCal MHA/WISE Recovery
101 training
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THEME THREE: EXPANSION AND STRENGTHENING OF PEER SUPPORT SERVICES;
INCREASED STAKEHOLDER EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES WITHIN THE PMHS
Are peer support positions included in the MHSA Plan?
1. If not, why?
2. If so:
▪

How many positions?

▪

Full time or part time?

▪

Contracted or hired directly?

▪

Living wages and health benefits?

▪

Opportunities for continuous learning, professional development, career advancement?

▪

Lived experience required or merely desired?

▪

Lived experience matches population(s) served?

▪

Peers reflect diversity of communities served?

▪

What trainings and ongoing education do peers receive to develop and enhance
SAMHSA’s 12 Core Competencies for Peer Support Workers and to ensure fidelity to the
evidence-based peer support model?

▪

Are peers supervised/managed by other peer professionals to promote career ladders
for peers and to ensure performance expectations and practice guidelines reflect fidelity
to the evidence-base and core principles of peer support?

▪

What trainings and ongoing education do supervisors, clinicians, etc. who work with
peers receive to help peers develop and enhance Core Competencies and ensure fidelity
to the evidence-based peer support model and prevent co-optation and marginalization
of peers?

Authorities:
Resources:

WIC §§ 5694, 5813.5(d)(2)-(3), 5822(g)
SAMHSA’s Core Competencies for Peers (2015); NorCal MHA/WISE Peer
Employer Toolkit; NorCal MHA/WISE Peer Support 101 training
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SECTION 3:
LOCAL ADVOCACY
Materials in this section can be used to:
▪ Understand how to meaningfully participate and share power in the public
planning process
▪ Identify local advocacy opportunities
▪ Organize the contact information of community members, community
leaders, decision makers, and other individuals connected or concerned with
your issue
▪ Inform people on how to meaningfully participate and share power in the
public planning process
Handouts
▪ Stakeholder Bill of Rights
▪ Brown Act Brochure
▪ Advocacy Opportunities
▪ Contact List Template

OFFICE | 916.376.7736
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WEB | www.accesscalifornia.org

STAKEHOLDER BILL OF RIGHTS (DRAFT 2.13.18)
DEFINITIONS
For the purposes of this document, the following definitions shall apply:
Client (Consumer): “Client” means an individual of any age who is receiving or has received
mental health services. As used in these regulations, the term “client” includes those who refer
to themselves as clients, consumers, survivors, patients or ex-patients. (9 CCR § 3200.040.)
In addition to those described above, we have expanded the working definition of “Client” to
include any individual with personal lived experience of a mental health challenge that has
significantly impacted their daily life functions, whether or not they have a formal psychiatric
diagnosis or received public mental health services. This expanded definition recognizes
individuals from traditionally un-, under-, or inappropriately-served communities who have not
interacted with California’s Public Mental Health System.
Local Mental Health Agency: “Local Mental Health Agency” means a County Mental Health
Department, two or more County Mental Health Departments acting jointly, and/or city-operated
programs receiving public mental health funds in California (e.g., Berkeley; Tri-City). (See 9 CCR
§ 3200.090.) The programs/services provided by Local Mental Health Agencies are limited to a
defined geographic area or region, and are not available statewide.
Mental Health Services Act: “Mental Health Services Act” means the laws that took effect on
January 1, 2005 when Proposition 63 was approved by California voters and codified in the
Welfare and Institutions Code. (9 CCR § 3200.220.)
Public Mental Health System: “Public Mental Health System” means all publicly-funded
mental health programs/services and entities that are administered, in whole or in part, by a Local
Mental Health Agency (as defined above) or a State Mental Health Agency (as defined below). It
does not include mental health programs and/or services administered, in whole or in part, by
federal, state, county or private correctional entities or programs or services provided in
correctional facilities. (See 9 CCR § 3200.253.)
PMHS Information: “PMHS Information” means all non-private and non-privileged data,
figures, calculations, plans, records, reports, summaries, evaluations, opinions, analyses, and
interpretations related to public mental health programs, services, outcomes, and/or funding.
“PMHS Information” includes all information/data relied upon in or arising from: (1) Community
Program Planning processes; (2) Three-Year Program and Expenditure Plans; (3) Local Review
Processes; (4) Annual MHSA Program and Expenditure Plan updates; (5) Amendments/changes
ACCESS California is a program of Cal Voices funded by the California Mental Health Services Act (Prop 63) and
by the Mental Health Services Oversight and Accountability Commission (MHSOAC)
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to MHSA Performance Contracts and/or Expenditure Plans; (6) Non-Supplant Certifications and
Reports; (7) Cost Reports; (8) Revenue and Expenditure Reports; (9) Performance Outcome Data;
(10) Quarterly Progress Reports; (11) Consumer Perception Surveys; (12) Project Reports; (13)
Annual Reports; (14) Evaluation Reports; and (15) any other reports or documentation required
of public agencies and entities under Title 9, Division 1 of the California Code of Regulations. (See
9 CCR § 3500, et seq.)
PMHS Leadership: “PMHS Leadership” means the individuals working for PMHS agencies
(including statewide agencies and local county- and city-run public mental health systems) who
are responsible for entire mental/behavioral health departments or major divisions thereof, and
those serving in an administrative, legislative, regulatory, advisory, or oversight capacity in
statewide or local mental health agencies (such as commissioners of the Mental Health Services
Oversight and Accountability Commission, members of local mental health boards and local MHSA
steering committees, etc.) who develop and implement policies that impact clients/consumers
receiving services in the PMHS and other stakeholders.
Stakeholder(s): While the term “Stakeholder” carries a unique definition under the MHSA (see
9 CCR § 3200.270), we are using it in place of the term “Client” (as defined above) throughout
this document. This is because many people do not like the word “Client” (or “Consumer”) and
prefer not to use this term when describing themselves. Thus, in this narrow context,
“Stakeholder” means “Client.”
State Mental Health Agency: “State Mental Health Agency” refers to statewide government
agencies and public entities (and departments/divisions thereof) that administer, in whole or in
part, publicly-funded mental health programs/services. This definition includes the following
agencies/entities: (1) the State Department of Health Care Services; (2) the California Mental
Health Planning Council; (3) the Office of Statewide Health Planning and Development; (4) The
Mental Health Services Oversight and Accountability Commission; (5) the State Department of
Public Health; (6) the California Mental Health Services Authority; and (7) any other state agency
charged with implementing the programs/services set forth in the Mental Health Services Act.
ABBREVIATIONS
CCR:
LMHA:
MHSA:
PMHS:
SMHA:
WIC:

California Code of Regulations
Local Mental Health Agency
Mental Health Services Act
California’s Public Mental Health System
State Mental Health Agency
California Welfare and Institutions Code
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STAKEHOLDER BILL OF RIGHTS (2018)
PREAMBLE (fundamental purposes and guiding principles)
On behalf of Stakeholders throughout California and the individuals and organizations that
represent Stakeholders’ interests, we hereby adopt this Stakeholder Bill of Rights to:
• Foster transparency, fiscal responsibility, and public accountability within California’s Public
Mental Health System;
• Protect the rights of mental health Stakeholders receiving services in California’s Public Mental
Health System;
• Strengthen, support, and expand grassroots, Stakeholder-led public mental health advocacy;
• Promote individual and community empowerment;
• Increase meaningful Stakeholder participation and community inclusion, in public mental
health planning and program design, service delivery, and evaluation;
• Facilitate collaboration and communication amongst Stakeholders, community members,
Local Mental Health Agencies, State Mental Health Agencies, service providers, legislators,
policy-makers, and other state and local entities that influence the Public Mental Health
System; and
• Ensure effective and necessary improvements in public mental health policy, programming
and services delivery.
ENUMERATED RIGHTS
I. Transformation: We, the Stakeholders, have the right to a PMHS that embraces
the Recovery Model of Care and is fully committed to all General Standards for
programs and services set forth by the MHSA.
A. We have the right to collaborative partners in our PMHS Leadership that share the
MHSA’s vision and values, are committed to openness, transparency, stakeholder
engagement, and mutuality to create a PMHS that is truly client-driven.
B. We have the right to programs and services in our PMHS that are consistent with the
philosophy, principles, and practices of the mental health Recovery Model. Such
programs and services shall:
▪ Embrace the key recovery concepts of hope, personal empowerment, respect, social
connections, self-responsibility, and self-determination;
▪ Promote consumer-operated services as a way to support recovery;
▪ Reflect the diversity of Stakeholder populations served;
▪ Plan for each Stakeholder’s individual needs;
▪ Foster an environment that is non-threatening, culturally competent and affirming,
and welcoming to all, regardless of race, ethnicity, culture, language, country of
origin, age, gender identity, sexual orientation, disability, or other protected status.
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C. We have the right to public mental health services that are Stakeholder Driven.
Stakeholders shall have the primary decision-making role in identifying their needs,
preferences and strengths and a shared decision-making role in determining the services
and supports that are most effective and helpful for them. Stakeholder Driven
programs/services shall use Stakeholders' input as the main factor for planning, policies,
procedures, service delivery, evaluation and the definition and determination of
outcomes.
D. We have the right to programs and services that are developed and implemented
through Community Collaboration. Stakeholders and families receiving services, other
community members, agencies, organizations, and businesses shall work together to
share information and resources to shape public mental health policy and create public
mental health services that fulfill a shared vision and goals.
E. We have the right to a PMHS that demonstrates Cultural Competence in all aspects of
policy-making, program design, administration, and services delivery. Our PMHS shall
take active steps to identify and reduce disparities in engagement, retention, access to
services, and treatment effectiveness for individuals of diverse racial/ethnic, cultural
(including members of LGBTQ communities), and linguistic populations. Our PMHS shall
reflect an understanding of the diverse belief systems concerning mental illness, health,
healing and wellness that exist among different racial/ethnic, cultural, and linguistic
groups. Our PMHS shall implement policies and practices that understand and address
historical bias, racism, and other forms of discrimination upon racial/ethnic, cultural, and
linguistic populations, and that work to reduce the effects of bias, racism, and other
forms of discrimination on the mental health of individuals. Our PMHS shall promote
equal opportunities for administrators, service providers, peer professionals, and others
involved in service delivery who share the diverse racial/ethnic, cultural, and linguistic
characteristics of the communities and populations served.
F. We have the right to Linguistic Competence in our PMHS. Organizations and individuals
working within our LMHAs shall be capable of communicating effectively and conveying
information in a manner that is easily understood by diverse audiences, including
individuals with Limited English Proficiency, individuals who have few literacy skills or
are not literate, and individuals with disabilities that impair communication. Our LMHAs
shall ensure structures, policies, procedures, and dedicated resources enable
organizations and individuals to effectively respond to the literacy needs of the
populations being served.
II. Information: We, the Stakeholders, have the right to full transparency in our
PMHS.
A. We have the right to unrestricted and unobstructed access to PMHS Information.
B. We have the right to express our preferences regarding the types of PMHS Information
collected, the methods by which PMHS Information is collected, and how PMHS
Information is shared with stakeholders and the general public. To the extent possible,
all non-private and non-privileged PMHS Information shall be made freely available and
accessible to all.
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C. We have the right to receive timely responses to our questions involving PMHS
Information that are:
▪ Specific;
▪ Thorough and complete;
▪ Honest and accurate;
▪ Supported by verifiable facts, evidence, or data; and
▪ In writing, if we so request.
III. Education: We, the Stakeholders, have the right to fully understand the meaning
and implications of facts and data relevant to our PMHS.
A. We have the right to have PMHS Information – including related processes and
procedures – thoroughly explained to us in a clear and meaningful way. We have the
right to have PMHS Information explained in the language and format we best
understand.
B. We have the right to receive training and guidance from our LMHA to facilitate our
effective participation in the deliberative process and help us better understand the
functions and operations of our PMHS.
IV. Representation: We, the Stakeholders, have the right to competent and adequate
representation when important decisions are made in our PMHS.
A. We have the right to stakeholder representation on deliberative bodies (including
boards, subcommittees, workgroups, and advisory panels) that determine or influence
how public mental funds are spent and how publicly-funded mental health programs
and services are developed, implemented, overseen, evaluated, and revised. We have
the right to nominate specific stakeholders of our choice to serve on these bodies.
B. We have the right to a designated Client Advocate/Liaison in each LMHA. The Client
Advocate/Liaison shall have personal lived experience of recovery from a mental health
challenge and shall have experience receiving services in the PMHS. We have a right to
participate in the selection of candidates for this position. The Client Advocate/Liaison
shall serve as a member of our local LMHA’s leadership team to represent the collective
interests of client/consumer stakeholders at all management-level internal planning,
development, implementation, oversight, evaluation, and quality improvement meetings
and discussions. The Client Advocate/Liaison shall also participate on interview panels
and take part in hiring discussions when candidates for leadership positions within our
LMHA are considered.
C. Our traditionally unserved, underserved, and inappropriately served communities –
including, but not limited to, racial/ethnic and LGBTQ populations, transition age youth,
older adults, veterans, immigrants, refugees, and homeless individuals – have the right
to be actively engaged by our PMHS to participate in important operational,
administrative, programming, and funding decisions that directly or indirectly impact
these communities and populations.
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D. We have the right to be represented in designated peer support positions in our LMHA.
Individuals holding such positions shall have similar personal lived experience as the
Stakeholder population they serve. Peers who primarily work with adult mental health
Clients shall have their own personal lived experience of recovery from a mental health
challenge to maintain fidelity to the evidence-based peer support model. Furthermore,
such peers shall be empowered by our LMHA to advocate on behalf of the individuals
they serve.
V. Participation: We, the Stakeholders, have the right to shape policy and
meaningfully participate in all important programming and funding decisions in
our PMHS.
A. We have the right to be recognized as essential, co-equal partners in our PMHS. We
have the right to be consulted and to have our opinions, preferences, and
recommendations actively solicited and fully considered at all stages of program
planning, development, implementation, oversight, evaluation, and improvement in our
PMHS. We have the right to be involved in decisions about how public mental health
funds will be used. We have the right to present our ideas and suggestions before
important programming and funding decisions are made in our PMHS and have the right
to withhold support for programming and funding decisions that were made without our
input.
B. We have the right to remain informed of significant changes of fact or circumstance that
will impact the services and supports provided by our PMHS. We have the right to receive
notice and an opportunity to be heard before our PMHS substantially amends existing
programming or funding determinations and to be consulted when any such
amendments are considered.
C. We have the right to share our preferences, opinions, experiences, and criticisms related
to our PMHS openly and publicly without fear of retaliation or retribution.
VI. Consideration: We, the Stakeholders, have the right to submit grievances to our
PMHS, to have our grievances acknowledged, and to receive thorough and timely
responses to our grievances.
A. We have the right to a PMHS that effectively responds to the needs of the individuals
and communities it serves.
B. We have the right to hold PMHS leaders accountable for programming decisions, the
adequacy, appropriateness, and effectiveness of publicly-funded mental health services,
policies and processes, outcomes, and for how these actions (or lack thereof) have
impacted individual stakeholders and our communities. We have the right to voice our
complaints and file formal grievances in our PMHS when we believe, in good faith, that
our rights have been violated. We have the right to have our grievances fully considered
and the circumstances addressed in our grievances investigated. We have the right to
have our complaints or grievances acknowledged upon their submission. We have the
right to a timely and thorough response to our grievance from our PMHS.
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INSTRUCTIONS
ADVOCACY OPPORTUNITIES
Step 1: Meetings
▪

Identify current public meetings that exist in your county

▪

Example: Local Mental Health Board, MHSA Community Planning Process, etc.)

Step 2: Opportunities for Stakeholders
▪

Identify current opportunities that exist for stakeholder participation

Step 3: Opportunities for Peer Staff
▪

Identify current opportunities that exist for peer staff participation

Step 4: Barriers
▪

Identify current barriers that exist for stakeholder participation

Step 5: Solutions/Improvements
▪

Develop strategies that you can use to overcome barriers to participation
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ADVOCACY OPPORTUNITIES
Identify current meetings, committees, and/or planning processes that exist in your county. Are these meetings, committees,
and/or planning processes providing opportunity for meaningful stakeholder input? Are stakeholders approving plans, or are they
involved in planning and program design, services delivery, and evaluation?

MEETING NAME

WHAT OPPORTUNITES
EXIST FOR COMMUNITY
MEMBERS TO
PARTICIPATE?

WHAT OPPORTUNITES
EXIST FOR PEER STAFF
TO PARTICIPATE?

WHAT CURRENT
BARRIERS EXIST TO
STAKEHOLDER
PARTICIPATION?

POTENTIAL
SOLUTIONS/
IMPROVEMENTS

ACCESS California is a program of Cal Voices funded by the California Mental Health Services Act (Prop 63) and by the Mental Health Services
Oversight and Accountability Commission (MHSOAC)
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MEETING NAME

WHAT OPPORTUNITES
EXIST FOR COMMUNITY
MEMBERS TO
PARTICIPATE?
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WHAT CURRENT
BARRIERS EXIST TO
STAKEHOLDER
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IMPROVEMENTS
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INSTRUCTIONS
CONTACT LIST
A contact list can help you in organizing the contact information of community members,
community leaders, decision makers, and other interested parties.
Step 1: List
▪

List individuals that you currently know along with their preferred method of
contact

Step 2: Network
▪

Add individuals and organizations that you meet who have a common interest in
your issue

▪

Find out how each individual prefers to be contacted. They will be more likely to
respond

Step 3: Update
▪

Update your contact list annually or as needed
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CONTACT LIST
List individuals that you currently know along with their preferred method of contact. Add individuals and organizations that
you meet who have a common interest in your issue. Update as needed.
CONTACT

AGENCY
(IF APPLICABLE)

EMAIL

PHONE

WHERE WE MET

EXPERTISE/FOCUS

ACCESS California is a program of Cal Voices funded by the California Mental Health Services Act (Prop 63) and by the Mental Health Services
Oversight and Accountability Commission (MHSOAC)
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CONTACT

AGENCY
(IF APPLICABLE)
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PHONE
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SECTION 4:
DEVELOP A PUBLIC STATEMENT
Use of Materials
Materials in this section can be used to:
▪ Increase participation in local planning and policy discussions.
▪ Help stakeholders develop public speaking skills and use relevant
aspects of their personal lived experience to craft impactful public
statements.
▪ Find local meeting and opportunities for advocacy
▪ Request help for resolving advocacy challenges/barriers
Handouts
▪ Advocacy Worksheet

INSTRUCTIONS
ADVOCACY WORKSHEET
Step One: Review/Reflect
▪ Review “Making Your Point: John’s Stories”
▪ OR reflect on a personal advocacy issue
Step Two: Develop Introduction
▪ State who you are and where you’re from. (1 sentence)
▪ State the issue or problem you will talk about. (1 sentence)
▪ State your ask/exactly what you want the body to do. (1 sentence)
Step Three: Identify Impact/Propose Solutions
▪ How is the issue impacting you, people close to you, people like you, and/or the
community at large? (2-3 sentences)
▪ Why is the current situation not working/proposed action ineffective?
(1-2 sentences)
▪ What is the possible solution? (1-2 sentences)
▪ Why is the solution better than the status quo/proposed action? (3-4 sentences)
Step Four: Conclude
▪ Restate your ask/exactly what you want the body to do. (1 sentence)
▪ Thank the body. (1 sentence)
(Optional) Questions to Consider/Discuss:
▪ How was the process of writing your public statement? What about sharing?
▪ What are some things you liked about the statement?
▪ How would you adapt your statement for a different audience? What kinds of changes
would you make?
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ADVOCACY WORKSHEET
Doing Your Homework
Do you really understand the issue?
▪ How common/widespread is the problem?
▪ How did we get here?
▪ What has already been done and why?
▪ What hasn’t been tried and why?
▪ What might work and why?
▪ What competing interests may be at stake?
At what venue will you make your public statement?
Mental Health Board

County Board of Supervisors

CalMHSA

Committee of MH Boar

City Council

CA Senate

MHSA Steering Committee

MHSOAC

CA Assembly

Subcommittee of MHSA
Steering Committee

DHCS

Other

OSHPD

What authority/influence does this body have to address the issue?
Who is the body accountable to? How?
Why is this the most appropriate forum to make your statement?
When, where, and at what time will the meeting take place?

Is the issue you’re speaking about on the agenda?
How much time do you have to speak?
ACCESS California is a program of Cal Voices funded by the California Mental Health Services Act (Prop 63) and by the
Mental Health Services Oversight and Accountability Commission (MHSOAC)
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What are the political backgrounds/leanings of the members?
▪

What do they care about?

▪

What’s their level of opposition to or support for the issue?

▪

How have they voted on similar issues in the past?

▪

What arguments might be most convincing to each member?

Are there any procedural rules this body follows that you need to keep in mind?
▪ Brown Act/Bagley-Keene Act
▪ City or county ordinances
▪ Bylaws/articles
Making Your Point
Who are you and where are you from? (1 sentence)
What is the issue? What happened? What changed or might change? (1 sentence)
What is your ask? What exactly do you want the body to do? (1 sentence)
How is the issue impacting you, people close to you, people like you, and/or the community at
large? (2-3 sentences)
Why is the current situation not working/proposed action ineffective? (1-2 sentences)
What is the possible solution? (1-2 sentences)
Why is the solution better than the status quo/proposed action? (3-4 sentences)
Restate your ask/exactly what you are asking the body to do. (1 sentence)
Thank the body. (1 sentence)
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SECTION 5:
AMBASSADOR FORMS
Use of Materials
Materials in this section can be used to:
▪ Prepare for a meeting or training
▪ Document participation in program activities
▪ Collect participant demographic data
▪ Complete quarterly report & payment requests
Handouts
▪ Meeting preparation check list
▪ Sign-In Sheet
▪ Demographic Form
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MEETING/TRAINING PREPARATION
PREPARATION
Identify the topic you will be discussing
Identify a meeting location
• Room set-up
• Equipment needs (if applicable)
• Is public transportation near by?
• Is parking available?
Select a date/time
Develop an invitation (with support from ACCESS)
Disseminate invitation
Identify and prepare materials
• Sign-In Sheet
• Demographic Form
• Handouts

FOLLOW-UP
Complete ACCESS Activity Summary and submit documentation
• Sign-In Sheet
• Demographic Form
Are there items that need to be followed up on with meeting participants?
• Who is responsible?
• How will follow-up be communicated to the group?

ACCESS California is a program of Cal Voices funded by the California Mental Health Services Act (Prop 63) and by the
Mental Health Services Oversight and Accountability Commission (MHSOAC)
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SIGN IN SHEET
ACTIVITY
DATE & TIME
LOCATION

FIRST AND LAST NAME

COUNTY OF RESIDENCE

EMAIL ADDRESS

I IDENTIFY AS A …
Client/Consumer
Adult Family Member
Parent/Caregiver
Transition Age Youth
State Public Mental Health Agency
Local Public Mental Health Agency
Private Mental Health Provider Agency
Client/Consumer
Adult Family Member
Parent/Caregiver
Transition Age Youth
State Public Mental Health Agency
Local Public Mental Health Agency
Private Mental Health Provider Agency
Client/Consumer
Adult Family Member
Parent/Caregiver
Transition Age Youth
State Public Mental Health Agency
Local Public Mental Health Agency
Private Mental Health Provider Agency

ACCESS California is a program of Cal Voices funded by the California Mental Health Services Act (Prop 63) and by the Mental Health Services Oversight and Accountability
Commission (MHSOAC)
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FIRST AND LAST NAME

COUNTY OF RESIDENCE

EMAIL ADDRESS

I IDENTIFY AS A …
Client/Consumer
Adult Family Member
Parent/Caregiver
Transition Age Youth
State Public Mental Health Agency
Local Public Mental Health Agency
Private Mental Health Provider Agency
Client/Consumer
Adult Family Member
Parent/Caregiver
Transition Age Youth
State Public Mental Health Agency
Local Public Mental Health Agency
Private Mental Health Provider Agency
Client/Consumer
Adult Family Member
Parent/Caregiver
Transition Age Youth
State Public Mental Health Agency
Local Public Mental Health Agency
Private Mental Health Provider Agency
Client/Consumer
Adult Family Member
Parent/Caregiver
Transition Age Youth
State Public Mental Health Agency
Local Public Mental Health Agency
Private Mental Health Provider Agency
Client/Consumer
Adult Family Member
Parent/Caregiver
Transition Age Youth
State Public Mental Health Agency
Local Public Mental Health Agency
Private Mental Health Provider Agency
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DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SURVEY
The Mental Health Services Oversight and Accountability Commission ('MHSOAC'), which funds the
ACCESS program wants to measure our ability to serve diverse populations throughout California.
Most of the questions on this page are optional, but we hope you will complete them all.
Today’s Date

Activity Name/Title

Your County of Residence

The 'Public Mental Health System/PMHS' is defined as:
•

Publicly-funded mental health programs/services and entities that are administered, in whole or
in part, by the Department of Health Care Services (or the former Department of Mental Health)
or any California County.

•

It does not include programs and/or services administered, in whole or in part, by federal, state,
county or private correctional entities or programs or services provided in correctional facilities.
(9 CCR § 3200.253)

Have you ever received services in California's Public Mental Health System ('PMHS')?
Yes (currently)
Yes (previously)

Please identify your Race/Ethnicity:
African American/Black/African
American Indian/Native
American/Alaskan Native
Asian
Cambodian
Chinese
Filipino
Indian
Japanese
Korean
Laotian/Hmong
Pakistani

Not Sure
No

Decline to State

Thai
Vietnamese
Other Asian
Caucasian/White/European
Latino/Hispanic
Central American
Cuban
Mexican
Puerto Rican
South American
Other Hispanic

Middle Eastern
Pacific Islander
Fijian
Guamanian
Hawaiian
Samoan
Tongan
Other Pacific Islander
Decline to State

ACCESS California is a program of Cal Voices funded by the California Mental Health Services Act (Prop 63) and by the
Mental Health Services Oversight and Accountability Commission (MHSOAC)
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Please select any languages you speak in addition to English:
American Sign Language
Arabic
Armenian
Cambodian
Cantonese
Farsi
French
German
Haitian Creole
Hebrew
Hindi

Hmong
Italian
Japanese
Khmer
Kiswahili
Korean
Laotian
Mandarin
Other Chinese
Polish
Portuguese

Punjabi
Russian
Samoan
Spanish
Tagalog
Thai
Turkish
Urhobo
Vietnamese
Other (specify):
_________

Not everybody uses the same labels, however, which BEST describes your current gender:
Androgynous
Male/Transman/FTM Transgender
Female
Questioning my Gender
Female/Transwoman/MTF Transgender
Decline to State
Male
Not everybody uses the same labels to describe their sexual orientation, however, which BEST
describes your sexual orientation:
I’m questioning whether I’m straight
Bisexual/Pansexual
or not straight
Gay
Queer
Heterosexual/Straight
Decline to State
Lesbian
Please identify if you are a consumer and/or a family member:
Consumer
Both
Family Member
None
Decline to State
Do you identify yourself as an individual having a disability*?
Yes
No
Decline to State
*A disability is defined as an individual who: 1) a physical or mental impairment or medical condition
that limits one or more life activities, such as walking, speaking, breathing, performing manual tasks,
seeing, hearing, learning, caring for oneself or working; 2) a record or history of such impairment or
medical condition; or 3) is regarded as having such an impairment or medical condition.
Please select your age group:
Under 18
65 years and over
18-24
Decline to State
25-39
40-64
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Are you a military veteran?
Yes
No
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